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As much as we wish it wasn’t so,
the opinions of others matter. A
word of rejection, even something
small that wasn’t even aimed to
really hurt us, can stick and sting.
For some of us, rejection is like
Everest. Real. Raw. Consequential.
And devastating.



Two main 
motivators in 

life...



1. “So that...”
We do enough, often enough, so
that we get the outcome we want
from God. The religious person
reads his Bible, but he does it, so
that, God will love him more.



2. “Because”
The man of faith reads his Biblebecause Christ has brought him lifeand he desires more of Christ. Aman of faith starts with what Jesushas done and as a result, he walksout his life confidently because ofwhat Christ has done for him and inhim and what Christ will do forhim.



There are two sides to rejection.
On one side is the cousin called
insecurity, low self-esteem, low
self-worth, inferiority, and even
self-hate. On the other side – and
these are related – is the cousin
called “driven to succeed”,
perfectionism, winning at all costs,
and being an overachiever.



Somewhere along the way, a seed of rejection
was planted in you. It causes you to think
there’s something inferior about you – there
is something you lack to be everything you
can be. We see the signs of this everywhere
today. The fallen world we live in is
corrupted by a sense of inferiority. We learn
early in life to compare ourselves with
everybody else. We start looking around to
figure out how we’re doing. Social media is
devastating in this regard.



Today, thanks to social media,
we’ve got an uncountable number
of people to compare ourselves to.
The entire world is up for
comparison. Every time a person
posts on social media, that person
is basically asking, “How do I
measure up, world? Do you like me
or not?”



Ok we’re men and maybe the selfie 
thing isn’t an issue for us – but – what 
is? What is it that we do that cries out 

“Accept me”, “Approve of me”?
And the even deeper question is 

“Why?”
What is beneath our motives?



IF WE LIVE FOR 
PEOPLE’S APPROVAL,

WE DIE BY THEIR 
REJECTION.



If we’re not careful, then we will
forget we were miraculously
created by God for a purpose – for
our Promised Land – and for a plan
that He set in motion for our lives.
He didn’t ask us to compare
ourselves to others or run someone
else’s race. He said, “Run your
race.” Period.



David was told he couldn’t fight
Goliath because he was just a boy.
You’re never going to do that. Don’t get any
crazy ideas. Don’t get your hopes up. You’re
never going to amount to anything. You’re
not smart enough. Not talented enough.
Not beautiful enough. Not man enough.
Not worthy enough. Not wanted enough.
You’re just not … enough.



For this giant of rejection to fall, we
must shift from living for
acceptance from others – that
everything I do will be to make me
good enough, get me accepted and
make them like me more.
We shift from living for acceptance
to living from acceptance



Living each day, one day at a time
with our eyes focused upward on
God knowing He accepts us, adores
us, designed us, treasures us …
Then we can set out that day to run
the race to very best of our ability
to cast glory upon God not to earn
His approval.


